
R U N D S C H A F T  B R I D G E
ocated in the heart of Germany

 
We're a student-run organization at HKU dedicated to serving 

the Hong Kong crypto and blockchain communities. Our 
mission is to promote cryptocurrencies and other applications 

of blockchain at HKU by facilitating education; encouraging 
collaboration and innovation within HKU and with stakeholders 

in the wider space; and exploring new applications of 
blockchain across industries.

We host a range of events and programs to promote blockchain, 
largely centered around education, research, and innovation.

 

Research
 

Learn about 
ICOs and 

crypto-assets 
trading 

Conferences
 

Network with 
professors and 
industry experts

Tutorials
 

Get educated on 
blockchain 

concepts

Create
 

Work on 
blockchain 

projects

Join us as a MEMBER or become one of us by joining our TEAM. 
To find out more about us and our events:   
         https://hkublockchainclub.wixsite.com/hkuclub/
         https://www.facebook.com/hkublockchainandcrypto/
         linkedin.com/company/hku-blockchainclub
 

 
Are you someone who is already involved in all the crypto buzz? Or 
are simply interested in educating yourself about this growing 
field? Regardless of your knowledge, we want individuals who share 
the same passion as us about exploring the world of blockchain. 

WE ARE LOOKING FOR YOU



Business Management
 

Marketing & Promotion:  Oversee the execution of marketing and 
advertising campaigns  for various broadcast, digital and media 
outlets.
Public Relations: Collaborate and build relationships with industry 
professionals, university professors, and other potential stakeholders
Operations including planning, organizing, marketing, recruitment, 
etc

Research

Research Analysts play a key role on the Market Research team, 
which is responsible for conducting detailed analysis of both 
blockchain industry and companies.
Conduct industry and company research 
Conduct ICO analysis on upcoming ICOs and prepare research reports
Conduct research on existing tokens and coins and preparebuy/sell 
ratings

Business managers play a key role on the Management & Operations team, 
which is responsible for planning, organizing and delivering business 
operations in the most efficient manner:
 
 

Research Analysts play a key role on the Market Research team, which is 
responsible for conducting detailed analysis of both blockchain industry and 
companies.

Quantitative Researchers play a key role on the Quantitative Research 
(“QR”) team, which is responsible for developing and testing trading 
strategies using established academic theory
 

Quantitative/Academic 
Research Read and analyse different academic papers

Formulize academic research into workable trading strategies
Portfolio Management

It doesn't matter what you're studying. But we'd like to see evidence that you:
have an interest in blockchain technology and are passionate about our 
club's mission
are entrepreneurial and ready to be responsible for a big change
have a collaborative mindset and willing to work hard to see the team 
succeed
are able to multitask 
are willing to self-learn

By joining us, you'll: 
learn about blockchain technology and crypto-assets
get prepared for internships and full-time positions in blockchain industry
get opportunities to connect with industry experts and rising companies
get practical experience in a fun environment
gain leadership experience

We value creativity and initiatives; opportunities for growth are endless, you just need to be willing to 
act on it! 
 
You can also register as a member (access to our events and resources) if you cannot join our team.
Interested students can apply here: https://goo.gl/forms/4Q14RGvlGjUKbCb83 or reach out to us via 
email: hkublockchainpress@gmail.com
 
 

Available positions

We look forward to your applications and meeting you in our upcoming events!


